Guide to Introductory Math Classes at LCC: Pathways

Math105
- Math Literacy
  - Math Level 4 or CPT Arith 58 to 84

Math106
- Math Literacy with Review
  - CPT Arith 20 to 84

Math107
- Intro Algebra
  - Math Level 4

Math109
- Fast Track Algebra
  - CPT Alg 50 or ACT Math 17

Math112
- Interm Algebra
  - Math Level 4

Math114
- Tech Math I
  - Math Level 4 or Math105 or 106

Math115
- Tech Math II

Math117
- Business Math

Math118
- Art of Geometry

Math119
- Applications

Math120
- College Algebra

Math121
- Pre Calculus I

Math122
- Pre Calculus II

Math126
- Accelerated Pre Calculus
  - MTHL 7 or ACT Math 26

Math130
- Finite Math Plus

Math201
- Math-Elem Teach I

Math202
- Math-Elem Teach II

Stat170
- Intro Statistics

Stat215
- Probab & Stat
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